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Questions and Goals

Which data formats are used for analysis?

Which branches are used?

Difference between on-grid/off-grid?

Which versions of ROOT are used?

Measure IO (read) performance  



1. Panda Job Archive. 

1. xAOD monitoring information.

We are collecting usage data from both grid and off-grid jobs.

Only user jobs were monitored - still investigating why no production jobs.

Small recap on data sources ...

http



Small recap … continued

Starting 08/07/2015 we collect from 100% jobs. Still there are jobs not 

using the instrumented code version so absolute numbers are still not there. 

We collect ~ 1GB/day: 
accessedFiles - full path for all the files in the job

accessedBranches - for each branch that was accessed a number of accesses/events

accessedContainers - for each container that was accessed a number of accesses/events

ReadCalls 

ReadSize

CacheSize

ROOT_RELEASE

pandaID, taskID - if grid job

Here we use all the data 

collected in August and first 

week of September.



Q1. Which data formats are used

● We parse filenames to extract data format.

● Not always possible to do.

● AOD by far most popular



Q1. Which data formats are used

For Grid jobs we can actually get much 

more detailed info if we look in Panda Job 

Archive, and with one click HERE.

● Users mostly read old data 

● Production mostly new data 

● Old data mostly NTUP

● New data mostly AOD
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http://130.127.133.62:5601//dashboard/Format-popularity?_g=(refreshInterval:(display:Off,pause:!f,section:0,value:0),time:(from:now-7d,mode:quick,to:now))&_a=(filters:!(),panels:!((col:1,id:FormatPopularity-full-split,row:1,size_x:12,size_y:6,type:visualization)),query:(query_string:(analyze_wildcard:!t,lowercase_expanded_terms:!f,query:'*')),title:'Format%20popularity')


Q1. Which data formats are used

● It’s harder to determine the file type (ntuples?) 

● AOD much less popular

If these are still not read in a month 

should we not produce them



Q2. What is the read performance

To first order depends on the average read 

size. 

Very important for local, essential for remote 

reading.  



Q2. What is the read performance

Grid

Off-Grid



Q2. What is the read performance



Q2. What is the read performance

in conclusion: most of the difference comes from different mix of protocols used.

/tmp, /nfs, /home, 

/afs, /atlas, etc.



Q3. Which branches are read

It would be great if we could give a feedback to 

people doing derivations on what branches are 

really read. 



Q3. Which branches are read

2232 branches read at least once in 450k jobs

82% read in less than 10% of jobs

62% read in less than 1% of jobs



Q3. What branches are read

665 branches read at least once in 63k jobs

67% read in less than 50% of jobs

40% read in less than 10% of jobs

32% read in less than 1% of jobs



Q3. What branches are read

554 branches read at least once in 56.6k jobs

56% read in less than 50% of jobs

47% read in less than 10% of jobs

37% read in less than 5% of jobs



Q3. What branches are read OFF GRID

476 branches read at least once in 96k jobs

32% read in less than % of jobs



Q3. What branches are read ON GRID

389 branches read at least once in 11k jobs

32% read in less than % of jobs



Q4. What ROOT versions are used

Only September data



To Do

Ilija - Make cron jobs to index summed up info once a day into 

ElasticSearch. Create two dashboards. Fix cache calculations.

Attila - change code so it does not re-learn for each file (medium 

priority)

Doug - feedback analysis results to ASG, derivations people

Attila - change code so it uses knowledge on branches used by 

previously finished jobs (low priority)

Attila - add sending of the TaskID equivalent for off-grid jobs running 

in Condor, PBS, Torque.

Attila - calculate and send a branch fingerprint.


